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Welcome to the 2019 NITRO® Boats Campaign Style Guide, where you’ll find all the information you 
need to properly speak to our current and potential boat owners. In this guide, we’ll outline our 
campaign strategy for the 2019 model year, including the correct copy voice, colors and photography 
style to use as you advertise our boats.
 
We ask that you—our associates, dealers and strategic partners—follow these simple guidelines 
in all your advertising efforts this year. By doing so, you’ll help us create and maintain a cohesive 
marketing campaign that is easily recognizable and aligns with the NITRO Boats brand essence.

Meet NITRO
NITRO Boats is a member of Bass Pro Group and White River Marine Group™, the world’s largest 
boat builder by volume. With a focus on fishing and crosshairs on the trophy, NITRO boats provide 
effortless performance to the competitive and recreational angler. Performance, reliability and 
fishability merge to make every NITRO a comfortable, capable fishing machine that becomes a 
natural extension of your angling abilities. 

WRMG Mission
White River Marine Group manufactures and distributes quality boats, offering excellent 
performance, innovation and value, and provides world-class service so everyone can experience 
the joy of fishing and boating.

Logo Usage
The NITRO Boats logo is a key element in every advertisement. Make sure it is placed in a prominent 
position, as outlined in the Brand Identity Guide found here.
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The Strategy Elements are non-consumer facing ideas that summarize what NITRO® is all about. These ensure that 
all marketing materials work together to strengthen and sustain the brand.

Brand Persona
This is a celebrity we use internally to illustrate what NITRO stands for, not a spokesperson for the brand. The 
Persona is chosen based upon the person’s attitude, roles, abilities and actions—on screen and off. Reference the 
Brand Persona when thinking about the attitude of NITRO to help understand the nuances between boat brands.

Brand Tagline
This is the heart of NITRO and encapsulates the core culture of the brand. It’s the inspiration and starting point for 
all visuals and copy during the 2019 NITRO campaign.

Emotional Benefit
This speaks to what the NITRO brand and its boats provide emotionally. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and 
language we use when talking about the brand and how we hope the consumer feels when they encounter a 
NITRO boat.

Functional Benefit
This speaks to what NITRO boats and their features offer functionally. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and 
language we use when talking about features and technical aspects. Refer to the Functional Benefit to understand 
how copy and design should speak to the boat’s core functionality, e.g., power, versatility and style.

Brand Essence
By embodying all aspects of the Strategy, the Brand Essence brings it to life by highlighting the tone of the 
campaign.

STRATEGY ELEMENTS
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STRATEGY OVERVIEW
BRAND PERSONA
TONY STARK/IRON MAN

BRAND TAGLINE
CHAMPIONS AREN’T BORN. THEY’RE MADE.

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT
CONFIDENCE WITH AN ADRENALINE RUSH

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT
A PRECISION-CRAFTED, PURE FISHING MACHINE  
THAT’S BUILT TO COMPETE AND TO WIN

BRAND ESSENCE
It’s envisioned, engineered, constructed, and tested to ensure that it delivers the extra edge needed to prevail. It’s our 
unwavering attention to technical detail and relentless pursuit of quality that allows us to deliver championship boats 
to the finest anglers on the planet. NITRO® boats are high performance machines that give their owners the upper 
hand. Each boat is a powerful synthesis of man and machine. Because whether you’re competing on the National 
Walleye Tour, the Bassmaster Elite Series, or just fishing a buddy tournament at your local lake, you know that  

CHAMPIONS AREN’T BORN. THEY’RE MADE.
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The purpose of the mood board is to set the stage for the overall look and feel of the NITRO® brand. It serves 
as a visual compass that provides us with creative inspiration. It is for internal use only and not meant for 
customer-facing use or display.

MOOD BOARD

A championship bass boat doesn’t come along every day. It’s concepted, engineered, constructed, and tested to 
ensure that it delivers the extra edge needed to prevail. It’s our unwavering attention to technical detail and relentless 
pursuit of quality that allows us to deliver championship boats to the finest anglers on the planet. NITRO® boats are 
high performance machines that give their owners the upper hand. Each boat is a powerful synthesis of man and 
machine. Because whether you’re competing on the National Walleye Tour, the Bassmaster Elite Series, or just fishing 
a buddy tournament at your local lake, you know that champions aren’t born. They’re made.

  CHAMPIONS AREN’T BORN. 

THEY’RE MADE.
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FONTS & COLORS
Fonts
Headline:

COMPACTA ITALIC LET
Body Copy

Univers LT Std 57 Condensed
Univers LT Std 57 Condensed Oblique
Univers LT Std 67 Bold Condensed
Univers Lt Std 67 Bold Condensed Oblique
Colors

C  4 M  36 Y  94 K  0

R  241 G  171 B  44

PMS  7409 C

C  0 M  0 Y  0 K  60

R  128 G  130 B  133

PMS  COOL GRAY 9 C 90%

C  0 M  0 Y  0 K  100

R  0 G  0 B  0

PMS  BLACK C

C  0 M  0 Y  0 K  0

R  255 G  255 B  255
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

A championship bass boat doesn’t come along every day. It’s concepted, engineered, constructed, and tested to 
ensure that it delivers the extra edge needed to prevail. It’s our unwavering attention to technical detail and relentless 
pursuit of quality that allows us to deliver championship boats to the finest anglers on the planet. NITRO® boats are 
high performance machines that give their owners the upper hand. Each boat is a powerful synthesis of man and 
machine. Because whether you’re competing on the National Walleye Tour, the Bassmaster Elite Series, or just fishing 
a buddy tournament at your local lake, you know that champions aren’t born. They’re made.

  CHAMPIONS AREN’T BORN. 

THEY’RE MADE.
Striped and Multiply Bars
These bars are a prominent 
background element. One being a 
semi-transparent, multiplied black 
parallelogram. The other is the same 
shape filled with an angled line pattern. 
They should overlap each other in front 
of the hero image without obstructing 
the boat or people on the boat, and 
should run behind any headline copy.

White Space
NITRO® pieces with substantial body 
copy should contain white space 
normally located at the bottom of 
the page. This white space should 
provide a clear space to put any vital 
information. 

NITRO Pros
The NITRO Pros are an essential part 
of the Strategy. Photos and quotes 
from them should be used to support 
marketing elements whenever possible. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

Example 2

Example 1

NITRO® photography features angling and recreating families 
plus NITRO pros and competitive anglers. These shots display an 
exciting environment, emphasizing pride in the brand and the thrill 
of the ride and the catch. Dynamic angles and lighting highlight the 
performance of the boat, the adrenaline rush of speed and catching 
big fish.

NITRO PHOTOGRAPHY
SHOULD SHOW SHOULDN’T SHOW
Fishing Action Dangerous Situations

Smooth Performance Loss of Control
Controlled Speed Bored Expressions

Safety & Confidence Unorganized Boat/Storage
Big Fish Small Fish

Excitement Casual Fishing
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COPY STYLE
NITRO® copy is dynamic and powerful. Headlines are bold, short and emphatic, with no fluff. They say 
“we are the dominant force in fishing” without sounding arrogant. Body copy supports the headline 
and visual, describing the ways in which the boat can make you a champion with specific features and 
benefits.

Headline Examples:
WE BUILD CHAMPIONS.
HAMMER DOWN. FISH ON.
TOURNAMENT TERMINATOR
BIG WATER BEAST

Body Copy Example:
America’s best-selling fiberglass bass boat and the official boat of Major League Fishing®, the NITRO® 
Z18 is a champion from bow to stern. NEW for 2019, we’ve tweaked the design with an angled flush bow 
graph panel, more leg room under driver console, and integrated net stow behind the seats. It’s based 
on our revolutionary NITRO Vortex Technology™ (NVT™) hull with Rapid Planing System™, giving you a 
smooth, dry ride along with a quick holeshot and precise handling when turning and at the top end. 

NITRO COPY
IS ISN’T

Exciting Arrogant
Technical Humorous
Confident Relaxed

Competitive Prideful
Smart Gentle

Respectful Arbitrary
Mentoring Boring
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PRINT EXAMPLES
  HAMMER DOWN 

FISH ON!

TIMMY HORTON
2017 BASSMASTER 
Elite Winner

Two 19-gal. Guardian™ livewells. Veni-
et eaquiat iatiusam, conse porehen 
ditendanis abores ne non resciis de 
voluptae peditia volorei cipsantem 
elendis et ventusae nonse officimus 
cupta con poreritat velendae re cons

844.279.5565   NITRO.COM
Photos may show optional or special edition equipment available at an additional cost. Local taxes, license, registration and doc fees vary by state and are in addition to prices shown. Prices are suggested and approved by the manufacturer. Details in pricing, savings, features and promotions 
may vary by location and are subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited by law. Best efforts are used to ensure the accuracy of our advertising, however, errors may sometimes occur. See your local dealer for complete information. Prices shown do not include dealer freight and 
prep charges, unless otherwise noted. F.O.B. Springfield, MO, USA. Prices shown are based on United States currency. © 2018 White River Marine Group, LLC  TR181352

CHAMPIONS AREN’T BORN. THEY’RE MADE.

Bred to be a champion, the 2019 NITRO® Z21 is our most advanced bass boat. We’ve built it 

with input from our Elite tournament anglers to enhance your competitive edge. Two 19-gallon 

Guardian™ livewells. A huge 45-square-foot front deck with five storage compartments. Plus, 

the new Mercury® FourStroke outboards are lighter, faster, and more efficient. And you can 

upgrade to the Z21 Elite, with Z-Touch™ Command Center for digital control of all boat systems. 

“I trust my NITRO Z21 to get me to the fish 
and back to the weigh-in every time. It’s fast, 
easy to drive and reliable, and the fishability 
is second to none.”

KEVIN VANDAM
4-TIME BASSMASTER CLASSIC® CHAMPION

$47,815 w/Mercury ® 225 L Pro® XS  FourStroke  
w/Torque Master & Custom Trailer 
(plus freight & prep)

  PURE FISHING

MACHINE

$66,815 w/Z-Touch Command Center,  
Mercury ® 225 L Pro® XS  FourStroke  
w/Torque Master & Custom Trailer 
(plus freight & prep)

2018 model shown.

2019     |     NITRO.COM    |   00

$34,995 STANDARD PACKAGE:
w/Mercury ® 200 L Optimax Pro® XS   
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

OPTIONAL MOTORS:
•175 L OptiMax® Pro XS ......................... $33,695 
• 200 L Verado® Pro FourStroke ............ $39,695

w/Mercury® 200 L OptiMax Pro XS ................ $45,695
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)
See list of upgrades & extra features on pg. 000

Two 19-gal. Guardian™ livewells. 

Integrated net storage behind the seating.

There’s room for an optional 12” fishfinder on the bow panel and on the 
driver’s console.

SPECIFICATIONS
Hull Length

19' 4"
Beam

94"
Transom Height

23"
Max. Person Capacity

4/500 lbs.
Fuel Capacity

50 gal.
Max. Weight Capacity  

1,375 lbs.
Storage Length/Width

22' 7"/8' 6"

AdBrochure Spreads I-Banner
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DIGITAL EXAMPLES
Product Video Display Ads

Facebook Post

<Dealer Info>

Shop Award Winning 
Boats Today!BIG WATERBUILT 

FOR

<Dealer Info>

BIG 
WATER

BUILT 
FOR

<Dealer Info>
BIG WATERBUILT 

FOR
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Randall Georges
Senior Art Director
regeorges@basspro.com
(417) 873-5903

J.D. Pate
Copywriter
jdpate@basspro.com
(417) 873-5133

Chris Wilson
Creative Manager
crwilson@basspro.com
(417) 873-4545

TMGCreative.com
View and download high-resolution 
images, logos, Identity and  
Campaign Style Guides.

RESOURCES

http://www.tmgcreative.com

